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1927  Solvay Congress 



1947 Shelter Island Conference 







Charles Peyrou testimony on Bagneres de Bigorre 
 
(Colloquium on history of particle physics 1980) 
 
 



Blackett Leprince-Ringuet 



Blackett to Leprince-Ringuet March 5 1952 

Dear Leprince-Ringuet, 
 
        Last October I wrote to you 
about the Cosmic Ray Commission of 
of the International Union of Physics, 
of which you are the Secretary and I am 
President.  I wonder if you have been 
able to find out anything about any  
plans that may have been made? Who 
has the minute book?  Surely we 
we ought to be discussing future plans? 
I do not even know the names of the 
members of the Commission! 



Letter from Blackett and Leprince-Ringuet  
to IUPAP cosmic ray commissioners planning 
Conference at Bagneres de Bigorre July 1953 
 
19 May 1952 
 
C. D. Anderson          United States 
M. S. Vallarta              Mexico 
H. J. Bhabba               India 
G. Bernardini              Italy 
 

Ultimately the conference was restricted to discussion only 
of the heavy unstable particles over six days 



Seeking funds from UNESCO  
for expenses outside of France 
 
Fluery is head of IUPAP 

              I have now heard from Professor Fluery and it seems
that there will be very little money in 1953 for a conference.
He suggests that there might be more available in 1954. I 
hardly think we should wait until then but should try and
get on with less money. I don’t see any reason really why we
should not have a conference because we cannot pay the
Americans’ fares over here!  Quite a number of Europeans
will be able to come anyway whether they are helped or not. 
So I think the best policy is to press for the maximum amount
we can get from UNESCO but to go ahead with the plans 
anyway. Do you agree with this?





Extract of letter from Leprince to Rossi March 10, 1953 

Extract of letter from Leprince to Powell December 10, 1952 

If you look at the program you can see that the last half-day
is dedicated to the synthesis of all the results. We count on you
to direct this last session.

Before sending the invitations, I am writing you this letter
to tell you we have the strongest desire that you participate in 
this congress: if you were not to attend one of the most interesting
goals of the of the conference will be lacking, that is to say
an in depth discussion led by the real experts.

Half-day discussions were to be led by Powell and 
Fretter on all the emulsion and cloud chamber  
results respectively 



Leprince wanted to use this conference to demonstrate 
the revival of physics in France after World War II 
he sent letters of invitation to a number of prestigious  
physicists as well as the Soviet scientists.  The invitations 
 went to: 
 
Gregor Wentzel 
Werner Heisenberg 
Enrico Fermi 
Hans Bethe 
Oreste Piccioni 
Maurice Goldhaber 
Robert Oppenheimer 
John Wheeler 
and others 
 
 
None attended but there were in most cases polite responses. 
Some of these follow: 







Dear Professor    ((Leprince-Ringuet)

I have the honor to pass a letter
from the president of the Academy 
Of  Sciences of the USSR, Mr 
Hesmeianov in which the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR thanks the
Academy of Sciences of   Paris for the
kind invitation to take part in the 
International Congress for cosmic 
rays.

Unfortunately, the Soviet scientists
who work in this area will be occupied
this summer with an expedition and
they will not be able to take part in
the Congress.

     S. Gavritchev,

     Attache to the embassy 



Some inquiries 



Pais did not attend 







And some amusing letters: 



K K Darrow executive secretary of APS 
             ( used to luxury) 











                    Preface




The particles described in this 
conference are not entirely
fictitious and every analogy
with the particles really 
existing in nature is not purely
coincidental.







Rossi nomenclature 



               Rossi’s masterful summary: 
 
All the heavy particle physics derived from 
the cosmic radiation  was correct with exception 
 of lambda production. 
   

Concluding remark: 



Leprince-Ringuet’s remarks at the closure of the conference 

Leprince gradually moved his group from Pic du Midi to CERN.  
 His brilliant students and colleagues, Gregory, Muller, Astier,  
Armenteros, Peyrou and Lagarrigue performed extraordinary  
experiments at CERN.   



Cosmic ray research led to the  correct interpretation 
of the heavy unstable particles in advance of the accelerators 
 
 
 A. Pais              associated production          1952 
 
M. Gell-Mann    strangeness scheme             1953 
 
R. Dalitz            tau – theta puzzle à parity violation      1954 
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The tau-theta puzzle 
 
Even spin, odd parity 
already  favored 



Associated 
Production 
 
Brookhaven 
   3 BeV 
Cosmotron 



END 



Dalitz testimonial on Bagneres de Bigorre 


